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a b s t r a c t

When a metamaterial, composed of an elastomer with periodic circular holes sealed by elastomeric
membranes, is subject to a compressive load, it can undergo a pattern transformation, yielding a large
transformation strain. Such pattern transformation can be broadly tuned by changing the geometric
parameters of the metamaterial. We numerically, analytically and experimentally survey the design
space of the geometric parameters, and investigate their effects on the pattern transformation. Our
finite element simulations reveal that the slenderest wall thickness and the pattern of the holes play
key roles in determining the critical load for the pattern transformation, the transformation strain, and
the transformation type. To quantify the effects of these geometric parameters, we further analytically
model the pattern transformation of the metamaterial by simplifying it to a network of rigid rectangles
linked by deformable beams. Finally, we experimentally characterize the pattern transformation of the
metamaterials with different geometric parameters. The experimental, numerical, and analytical results
are in good agreement with each other. Our work provides design guidelines for this metamaterial.

© 2018 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Mechanical metamaterials are materials with micro-
architectures, which bring in unusual mechanical properties that
are difficult to achieve in conventional materials [1,2]. Mechanical
metamaterials with micro-/nano-lattice structures have reached
unprecedentedly high stiffness and strength at an extremely low
density [3,4]. Pentamode lattices have shown vanishing shear
moduli [5–7]. Negative Poisson’s ratio is found in auxetic metama-
terials with various re-entrant structures [8–16]. In additional to
the elastic constants, thewhole nonlinear stress–strain relations of
metamaterials are open to design. Introducing bistable structures
into the micro-architectures enables pattern transformations of
the metamaterials and non-monotonic stress–strain curves [17–
19]. Making use of chiral lattice structures, a metamaterial can
twist under a uniaxial compression [20].

Recently, a new class of mechanical metamaterials, each con-
sisting of a rubber slab with periodic holes, has emerged [11,21–
30]. These metamaterials can undergo a pattern transformation
when subject to a compressive load. By harnessing the geometric
nonlinearity and the pattern transformation of the metamaterials,
researchers have shown a variety of unique functions of them,
such as negative Poisson’s ratio [11], tunable acoustic proper-
ties [30,31] and inducing torsional motions [29]. When the holes
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are alternatingly large and small, the stress–strain curves of the
metamaterials change themonotonicity under different transverse
constraints [24,26]. More interestingly, since the large and small
holes collapse in two perpendicular directions, a high-symmetry
square lattice of holes can transform into a low-symmetry rectan-
gular lattice, with two energetically equivalent variants [28]. This
phenomenon is analogue to the phase transformation in shape
memory alloys. Indeed, the shape memory effort has been demon-
strated in this kind of metamaterials [28].

The advantage of metamaterials is that their properties can
be tuned by their micro-architectures [11,21,22,24–26,28]. In the
metamaterials with periodic holes, the shape of the holes has been
shown to tune the stiffness, Poisson’s ratio, and critical condition
for the pattern transformation [11,25]. The sizes of the large and
small holes determine the transition between the monotonic and
non-monotonic stress–strain responses [24,26]. To understand the
effect of geometry on the critical condition for the pattern transfor-
mation, finite element simulations [11,21,22,25–28,32,33] and an-
alytical models [32,33] have been developed for themetamaterials
with uniform-sized holes. These analytical models can predict the
critical condition for the pattern transformation based on buckling
analysis of the slender ligaments. However, they fail to predict the
transformation strains due to lack of post-buckling analysis. For
themetamaterialswith alternatingly large and small holes, an ana-
lytical model has been proposed to understand the programmable
monotonicity of the stress–strain curves [24]. However, this model
is simple and unable to capture the geometric effects.
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Fig. 1. Overview of the pneumatically actuated pattern-transforming metamaterials. (a) A schematic of the fabrication. The metamaterial is an elastomeric slab containing
an array of holes. All the holes are sealed by two elastic membranes, isolating the inner air from the atmosphere. The air chambers formed by the holes are connected
via grooves (two of which are outlined in red). The metamaterial is actuated by a source of vacuum, such as a syringe or a pump. (b) When actuated, the metamaterial is
subjected to an external and internal pressure difference and undergoes a pattern transformation. (c) When the holes are uniform-sized, the square lattice keeps square and
the transformation strain is equibiaxial. (d) When the holes are alternatingly large and small, the square lattice transits to a rectangular shape and the transformation strain
is non-equibiaxial.

In this paper, combining finite element analysis, experiments
and analytical modeling, we aim to establish quantitative un-
derstanding and a predictable theory to unravel the effects of
geometry on the mechanical behavior of the metamaterials with
arbitrary sizes of the alternatingly large and small holes. In exper-
iments, to better control the deformation, we design and fabricate
pneumatically actuated metamaterials, as illustrated in Fig. 1a,
where an elastomeric slab patterned with a square array of holes
is sealed by two thin elastomeric membranes. Narrow and shallow
grooves are used to connect all the holes so that air can flow freely
throughout the whole structures. The holes are further linked to
an external source of vacuum via a tube (Fig. 1b). At a critical
pressure ∆pcr , with ∆p defined as the difference between the
external and internal pressures,∆p = pext −pint , the metamaterial
undergoes a pattern transformationwith the circular holes altering
their shapes into ellipses orthogonal to their neighbors, yielding a
large transformation strain (Fig. 1c–d). The pattern transformation,
and therefore the corresponding transformation strain, is widely
tunable: the pattern of uniform-sized holes leads to an equibiaxial
contraction (Fig. 1c), whereas the pattern of alternatingly large
and small holes leads to a non-equibiaxial contraction (Fig. 1d).
We will numerically and experimentally characterize the pattern
transformation as a function of the pressure ∆p, and explore the
effect of a wide range of geometric parameters. We will further
provide an analytical model to explain how the geometry affects
the pattern transformation of the metamaterials.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,weperform finite
element simulations to investigate the tunable pattern transfor-
mation of the metamaterial by surveying the design space of the
geometric parameters. In Section 3,wedevelop an analyticalmodel
to understand the effect of geometry on the critical condition
for the pattern transformation, the transformation strain and the
transformation type. Finally, we conduct experiments in Section 4
to demonstrate the tunable pattern transformation of themetama-
terials and verify the results of the finite element simulations and
the analytical model. Section 5 will conclude the paper.

2. Finite element analysis

In this section, we systematically investigate the role of geome-
try in determining the critical pressure, transformation strain and
the transformation type using finite element simulations inAbaqus
(version 6.14).

We perform simulations in a unit cell of an elastomeric slab
(Fig. 2a), which is selected as the smallest geometric unit that can
build up the whole system by mirroring and patterning itself [34].
Symmetric boundary conditions are applied to the unit cell, i.e., on
the bottom and left boundaries displacement is only allowed in
the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively, and the top
and right boundaries are constrained to maintain horizontal and
vertical, respectively (Fig. 2b). Although these boundary conditions
are not periodic, a 2 × 2 cell, by mirroring the current unit cell
horizontally and vertically, is equivalent to the smallest repeated
structure for the periodic boundary condition. Besides, the unit
cell is subjected to a pressure ∆p on all the surfaces of the holes.
The geometric parameters of the unit cell include the two radii R
and r, and the lattice size L, the subtraction of which defines the
thickness of the slenderest wall, t = L − R − r . We normalize
the geometric parameters by the lattice size L and obtain two
independent dimensionless parameters: R/L and r/L. We model
the elastomer as an incompressible neo-Hookean continuum solid,
whose strain energy density functionW is given as [35,36]

W =
µ

2

(
tr

(
FFT

)
− 3

)
(1)

where µ is the shear modulus, and F is the deformation gradi-
ent tensor with the constraint det(F) = 1. We use eight-node,
quadratic, hybrid, plane strain elements (ABAQUS element type
CPE8H), and perform mesh refinement study to ascertain the ac-
curacy of simulations. To break the symmetry, small imperfections
with amplitude ∼ t/1000 are introduced to the initial coordinates
of the nodes. We simulate the deformation of the unit cell under
the pressure based on the Riks method, and calculate the strains εx
and εy, defined as the changes in length of the lattice with respect
to the original length in the x and y directions (Fig. 2c).

Fig. 3 shows the simulation results of the strain–pressure re-
lations (Fig. 3a, b) and the shape evolution of four unit cells of
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Fig. 2. The setup of the finite element simulations. (a) A schematic of an elastomeric slab composed of an array of holes. (b) The unit cell used for the finite element simulations.
A unit cell is identified here as the smallest geometric unit that can build up thewhole systembymirroring and patterning itself. This unit cell is constrained by the symmetric
boundary conditions, and is subjected to a pressure ∆p, defined as the difference between the external pressure pext and the internal pressures pint (∆p = pext − pint ). The
geometric parameters include the two radii R and r, and the lattice size L, which define two dimensionless geometric parameters. (c) The deformation of this unit cell is
measured by changes in length of the lattice in the x and y directions between the undeformed state (light blue) and deformed state (dark blue). (For interpretation of the
references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 3. The results of the finite element simulations for threemetamaterialswith different geometric parameters. The dependence of the strains in the (a) x and (b) y directions
on the pressure. (c)–(e) The deformed shapes of four unit cells of the three metamaterials: (c) uniformly large holes (r/L = R/L = 0.475, t/L = 0.05), (d) uniformly small
holes (r/L = R/L = 0.450, t/L = 0.10), and (e) alternatingly large and small holes (r/L = 0.350, R/L = 0.550, t/L = 0.10). For each case, the states of the deformation
correspond to the four selected points on its strain–pressure curves.

three metamaterials with different geometric parameters: uni-
formly large holes (Fig. 3c), uniformly small holes (Fig. 3d), and
alternatingly large and small holes (Fig. 3e). For all cases, when
the pressure is small, both strains εx (Fig. 3a) and εy (Fig. 3b)
only slightly decrease as the pressure increases. After the pressure
reaches a critical value, the strains sharply drop, indicating a pat-
tern transformation occurs. The deformed shapes of the metama-
terials under different pressures shown in Fig. 3c–e correspond to
the points marked on the strain–pressure curves in Fig. 3a, b. The

strain–pressure curves reach another almost flat stage when the
metamaterials form internal contact (Fig. 3c4–e4).

Apart from these common features, we observe that the geom-
etry can significantly affect the critical pressure and the transfor-
mation strains. Smaller holes, and therefore a largerwall thickness,
lead to a higher critical pressure (r/L = R/L = 0.475, t/L =

0.05 for Fig. 3c, and r/L = R/L = 0.450, t/L = 0.10 for
Fig. 3d). Interestingly, although the pattern of the holes in Fig. 3e
(r/L = 0.350, R/L = 0.550, t/L = 0.10) is different from that
in Fig. 3d, the two cases have the same critical pressure due to
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Fig. 4. The dependence of the strains in the (a) x and (b) y directions on the pressure for fourteen sets of geometric parameters. The critical pressure for the onset of pattern
transformation is shown to be governed by the wall thickness t/L.

the same wall thickness. When the holes are uniform-sized (r =

R), the transformation strain is equibiaxial, i.e. εx = εy, and the
square lattice keeps a square shape. In contrast, when the holes
are alternatingly large and small (r ̸= R), the transformation strain
is non-equibiaxial, i.e. εx and εy bifurcate from each other after the
pressure reaches its critical value, and the square lattice transits
to a rectangular shape. The three cases discussed have shown the
fact that the pattern transformation of these metamaterials can be
tuned by varying the wall thickness and the pattern of the holes.

Next, we survey the space of the geometric parameters and
demonstrate the wide tunability of the pattern transformation.
Fig. 4 presents the strain–pressure curves for fourteen sets of
geometric parameters. These sets can be sorted into four groups ac-
cording to the value of the wall thickness: t/L = 0.05, t/L = 0.10,
t/L = 0.15, and t/L = 0.20, represented by four different types of
lines. These curves clearly show that thewall thickness determines
the critical pressure, no matter whether the neighboring holes
have the same size or not, and the critical pressure increases with
the wall thickness. We also observe that the pattern of the holes
determines the biaxiality of the transformation strain. As the ratio
of the small radius to the large radius, r/R, decreases, the trans-
formation strain deviates more from an equibiaxial contraction.
When r/L = 0.3 and R/L = 0.65 (the black solid curve in Fig. 4),
the transformation strain is almost uniaxial with εy over 0.52 and
εx less than 0.003 when the internal contact occurs. Note that
the εx-pressure curves for metamaterials with alternatingly large
and small holes always have overshoots (Fig. 4a), i.e. εx becomes
positive prior to the sharp drop during the pattern transforma-
tion, while these overshoots do not occur for metamaterials with
uniform holes. These overshoots are caused by the competition
between the extension in the x direction when the unit cells tilt
down and the contraction in the x direction in response to the
pressure, occurring in metamaterials with unequal radii of neigh-
boring holes. At the beginning of the pattern transformation, the
extension caused by rotation of the unit cells dominates the change
in strain εx. As the pressure increases, the contraction wins, and
εx sharply decreases. For the metamaterials with uniform holes,
however, no overshoot exists. This is because their unit cells are en-
closed in the inscribed circle of the initial lattice, and thus the unit
cells are unable to exceed the boundary of the initial lattice while
tilting down. Instead, they are compressed into a smaller lattice
under an increasing pressure, leading to a monotonic decrease in
both strains εx and εy during the pattern transformation.Moreover,
as the wall thickness t/L increases, the transformation type varies
from a continuous second-order transition to a discontinuous first-
order transition. When the wall thickness is small (t/L = 0.05,
0.10, or 0.15), the strains continuously, although sharply, drop as
the pressure increases during the pattern transformation. How-
ever, when the wall thickness is large (t/L = 0.20), the slopes

of the pressure–strain curves become positive (corresponding to
negative slopes of the stress–strain curves) at the critical pressure,
which indicates a discontinuous drop of the strains.

In this section, we have performed finite element simulations
for a wide range of geometric parameters. From the results, we
conclude that the pattern transformation of these metamaterials
can be tuned by their geometry. To understand the role of the
geometric parameters in governing the mechanics of the pattern
transformation, an analyticalmodel is proposed in the next section.

3. Analytical model

3.1. Formulation of the analytical model

Fig. 5a is a typical contour plot of the maximal principle log-
arithmic strain in four unit cells of a metamaterial (t/L = 0.05,
r/L = 0.350, and R/L = 0.600) under a pressure ∆p/µ = 0.0246
larger than the critical pressure for the pattern transformation.
The result shows that the deformation is mainly concentrated in
the slender regions, whereas the rest regions (shown in blue) only
deform by less than 2%. Therefore, we propose to simplify the
slender regions as deformable beams, and the nearly undeformed
regions as rigid rectangles [32], yielding a simplified structure as
sketched in Fig. 5b. By modeling the buckling and post-buckling of
this simplified structure, we are able to analytically calculate the
strain–pressure relations of the metamaterials.

The unit cell in the simplified structure is characterized by the
dimension of the rigid rectangles (a × b) and the dimension of
the deformable beams (2h × w) (Fig. 5b). We set the boundaries
of the rigid rectangles tangent to the neighboring circular holes,
and set the thickness w of the deformable beams equal to the
wall thickness t. To smoothly transit from the rigid rectangles to
the deformable beams, the length of the deformable beams 2h is
chosen to be longer than the distance between the two corners of
the rigid rectangles by w, which takes into account the boundary
effect of bending of the slender regions on the rectangles (Fig. 5b).
As a result, we can relate the geometric parameters of the meta-
materials to those of the simplified structures:

a =
√
2L − 2r, (2)

b =
√
2L − 2R, (3)

w = t, (4)

h =
L
2

−

√
2
4

a −

√
2
4

b +
t
2

=

√
2 − 1
2

(L − t) , (5)
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Fig. 5. Sketches of the simplified structure and the equivalent one-dimensional beam model. The contour plot (a) of the maximal principal logarithmic strain for a
metamaterial with geometric parameters t/L = 0.05, r/L = 0.350, and R/L = 0.600 at loading ∆p/µ = 0.0246 shows that the deformation mainly concentrates in
the slender regions. Thus, we proposed (b) a simplified structure consisting of rigid rectangles (blue) linked by deformable beams (red). The black solid line denotes the
outlines of the holes, to which the edges of the blue parts are tangent. (c) To analytically determine the pattern transformation of this simplified structure, we solve the
buckling and post-buckling behavior of an equivalent one-dimensional model composed of a deformable beam fixed to two rigid bars subject to an axial compressive stress
∆p. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

where we have used L = r + R + t . Eq. (5) means that the
length of the deformable beams, h/L, depends solely on the wall
thickness t/L. With Eqs. (2)–(5), we can convert the metamaterial
into a simplified structure, which maintains the main features of
pattern transformation (See verification by finite element analysis
in Fig. A.1).

Next, we will analytically quantify the pattern transformation
of this simplified structure. We will solve its buckling condition,
which gives rise to the critical pressure for the pattern transfor-
mation. By further formulating its post-buckling process, we will
analytically determine the strain–pressure relations during the
pattern transformation.

The buckling and post-buckling of this simplified structure can
be determined in an equivalent one-dimensional model composed
of a beam with length ls = 2h fixed to two rigid bars with length
lr = (L− ls)/2 subject to an axial compressive stress ∆p, as shown
in the right of Fig. 5c and Fig. 6a. In a unit cell of a metamaterial
with alternatingly large and small holes, although the two vertical
loads offset by a distance, creating a moment about the center C of
the rigid rectangle, the moment is balanced by that created by the
two horizontal loads. Thus, shifting the deformable beams to the
vertical and horizontal lines past the center C does not change their
buckling and post-buckling behavior (Fig. 5c). Moreover, since the
rigid rectangles are free to rotate and translate during the pattern
transformation, the equivalent beam model is restrained by a pin-
roller support.

The buckling and post-buckling behavior of this beam model
(Fig. 5c, 6a) under the plane strain condition are solved analytically
based on Euler’s elastica and the theory of elastic stability [37]
(see the derivation in Appendix B). The beam is assumed to be
linearly elastic with the Young’s modulus E, Poisson’s ratio ν =

0.5, and shear modulus µ = E/3. It is considered inextensible in
the buckling and post-buckling analysis, because the compressive
strain in response to the axial load is negligible compared to the
displacement caused by the buckling. The beam buckles when the
axial compressive force N = ∆pw reaches its critical value Ncr ,
which can be obtained by solving the following equation:

2kcr lr cos kcr ls =
(
k2cr l

2
r − 1

)
sin kcr ls, (6)

where kcr =
√
Ncr/K and K = Ew3/

[
12

(
1 − ν2

)]
is the bending

stiffness of the beam in the plain strain condition. Note that the
critical force Ncr recovers that of a simply supported beam when
lr = 0. The existence of the rigid bars (non-zero lr ) can significantly
reduce the critical buckling force of a beam fixed to two rigid bars.

As the load N slightly exceeds the critical value Ncr , the beam
buckles, and its deflection v is given by

v (x) = a sin (kcrx + γ ) , (7)

where the coordinate x is chosen to be along the tangential direc-
tion of the beam (Fig. 6a), tan γ = kcr lr , and the amplitude a as a
function of N is given by

a =
1

2kcr

√N − Ncr

Ncr

32ls
(
1 + k2cr l2r

)2
+ 64lr

(
1 + k2cr l2r

)
ls
(
1 + k2cr l2r

)2
+ 2lr

(
1 − k2cr l2r

) . (8)

The bending angle ϕ(x) is solved as

ϕ (x) = sin−1 (
v′ (x)

)
= sin−1 (akcr cos (kcrx + γ )) . (9)

Using the assumption of the inextensible beam,we obtain the axial
shortening of the beam ∆ls,

∆ls =

∫ ls

0

(
1 −

√
1 − v′2

)
dx ≈

∫ ls

0

1
2
v′2dx

=
a2k2cr

(
ls + k2cr l

2
r ls − 2lr

)
4
(
1 + k2cr l2r

) .

(10)

The length change of the whole structure ∆L involves the contri-
butions from the beam and the rigid bars, which yields

∆L = ∆ls + 2lr

(
1 −

√
1 − v′(0)2

)
. (11)

To verify the above analytical buckling and post-buckling so-
lutions of the beam model, we perform finite element analysis
using solid elements (Abaqus element type CPE8H) with the load
and boundary conditions sketched in Fig. 6b. The results are com-
pared with the analytical solutions for different width-to-length
ratios w/L (Fig. 6c). Note that according to Eq. (5), w/L uniquely
determines h/L, and therefore ls/L and lr/L. As a result, the critical
displacements from the analytical solutions and the simulations
are in good agreement, which verifies our analytical solutions. The
critical load from the finite element simulations is slightly higher
than that from the analytical solutions, because in the simulations
the rigid bars constrain the lateral expansion of the beamnear their
interfaces, increasing the effective stiffness of the beam, which is
not accounted in the analytical beam model.

With this equivalent beammodel, we are able to determine the
pattern transformation of the simplified structure. The critical∆pcr
for the pattern transformation is given by

∆pcr =
Ncr

w
, (12)

where Ncr is the buckling load for the beam in Eq. (6). The critical
pressure ∆pcr only depends on the thickness of the slenderest
wall t/L, since t/L uniquely determines the lengths of the beam
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Fig. 6. Buckling and post-buckling analysis of the one-dimensional beam model. (a) The model consists of a beam (red) of length ls = 2h fixed to two rigid bars (blue) of
length lr = (L − ls)/2. The whole structure is simply supported at the two ends, and is subject to an axial load N. When the load exceeds a critical value, the beam buckles,
deviating from its initial straight position (dashed line), with the deflection v (x) and bending angle ϕ(x). (b) To verify our analytical buckling and post-buckling solutions, we
perform finite element analysis (FEA) using solid elements. (c) The pressure–displacement relations for different width-to-length ratios w/L from the analytical solutions
and the FEA using solid elements show good agreement. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)

ls/L = 2h/L and the rigid bars lr/L. When ∆p is lower than the
critical stress ∆pcr , the orientation of the rigid rectangle θ (Fig. 5c)
keeps 45◦ without a rotation, and the contraction of the unit cell is
purely due to the deformation of the elastic beams. Consequently,
the strains and the coordinates of the center point C(xc, yc) are
given by⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩

ϵx = −
2
(
1 − ṽ2

)
h

3L
∆p
µ

,

ϵy = −
2
(
1 − ṽ2

)
h

3L
∆p
µ

,

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
xc =

L
2

(1 + ϵx) ,

yc =
L
2

(
1 + ϵy

)
,

(13)

where the origin is taken as the bottom left corner point of the
unit cell (Fig. 5c). When ∆p exceeds the critical stress ∆pcr , all
the beams in a unit cell buckle clockwise (or counter-clockwise)
due to the constraint of the rigid rectangle. The rigid rectangle ro-
tates following the buckled beams with the orientation decreases
(or increases) by ∆θ equal to the bending angle of the beams
at the ends ϕ(0) determined in Eq. (9). Considering the current
orientation angle of the rigid rectangle θ = 45◦

− ϕ (0), and the
axial displacement of the beam ∆ls in Eq. (10), we can derive the
strains of the unit cell and the coordinate of the center C (xc , yc) as
functions of ∆p as following⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩

xc = h −
∆ls
2

+
a
2
cos θ +

b
2
sin θ −

w

2
cosϕ (0) ,

yc = h −
∆ls
2

+
a
2
sin θ +

b
2
cos θ −

w

2
cosϕ (0) ,⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩

εx =
2
L
xc − 1,

εy =
2
L
yc − 1,

(14)

where the first two terms of the coordinate xc or yc represent the
half length of a beam in the x or ydirection respectively, and the last
three terms of the coordinate xc or yc represent the contribution
of the rigid rectangle in the x or y direction respectively (Fig. 5c).
The evolution of the pattern transformation slows down when the
beams form contact with each other. The contact occurs when the
bottom beam sketched in the unit cell in Fig. 5c reaches the y axis

or the right beam reaches the x axis, yielding correspondingly⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
xc −

a
2
cos θ +

b
2
sin θ +

w

2
sinϕ (0) − (v (h) − v (0)) −

w

2
= 0,

OR

yc +
a
2
sin θ −

b
2
cos θ +

w

2
sinϕ (0) − (v (h) − v (0)) −

w

2
= 0,

(15)

where the first four terms in the first or second equation are the x
or y coordinate of the end of the bottom or the right beamwhere it
connects to the rigid rectangle, the fifth term in the parentheses is
the relative deflection at the midpoint of the beam with respect to
its end, and the last term defines the distances between the neutral
axis and the surface of the beam. The deflections v of the buckled
beam as a function of∆p is given by Eqs. (7) and (8). Eq. (15) deter-
mines the critical∆pwhen the contact forms, and the correspond-
ing strains can be calculated by Eq. (14). Combining Eqs. (12)–
(15), we can analytically obtain the pattern transformation of the
simplified structure with different geometric parameters.

3.2. Results of the analytical model

Fig. 7 shows the prediction of the pattern transformation based
on the analytical model for metamaterials with three sets of geo-
metric parameters same as those in Fig. 3 (case 1, uniformly large
holes; case 2, uniformly small holes; and case 3, alternatingly large
and small holes). The results of our analytical model agree with
those from the finite element simulations in Fig. 3. When the pres-
sure is small, the strains in the x and y directions, εx (Fig. 7a) and
εy (Fig. 7b), do not change significantly as the pressure increases.
When the pressure ∆p reaches a critical value ∆pcr , the beams
buckle and initiate the pattern transformation (Fig. 7 c1–e1). Since
the case 1 has thinner beams, its pattern transformation initiates
earlier than those of the cases 2 and 3. With the equal beam
thickness, the pattern transformations in the cases 2 and 3 initiate
at the same critical pressure, governed by the buckling condition of
the beams. As the pressure further increases, the transformation
strains sharply drop in all the three cases (Fig. 7a, b). When the
holes are uniform-sized (r = R), the transformation strain is
equibiaxial (Fig. 7a, b), and the square lattice remains a square
shape (Fig. 7c–d), whereas when the holes are alternatingly large
and small (r ̸= R), the transformation strain is non-equibiaxial
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Fig. 7. The prediction of the pattern transformation based on the analytical model for metamaterials with three different sets geometric parameters same as those in
Fig. 3. The dependence of the strains in the (a) x and (b) y directions on the pressure. (c)–(e) The deformed shapes of four unit cells of the three metamaterials: (c)
uniformly large holes (r/L = R/L = 0.475, t/L = 0.05), (d) uniformly small holes (r/L = R/L = 0.450, t/L = 0.10), and (e) alternatingly large and small holes
(r/L = 0.350, R/L = 0.550, t/L = 0.10). For each case, the states of deformation correspond to the four selected points on its strain–pressure curves. The red dashed
frames denote the initial boundaries of the lattice, whereas the black dashed frames represent the current boundaries of the lattice. (For interpretation of the references to
color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

(Fig. 7a, b), and the square lattice transits to a rectangular shape
(Fig. 7e) (see Videos S1–3 in Appendix D).

Wenowapply our analyticalmodel tometamaterialswith other
geometric parameters. We restrict ourselves to thin beams (t/L ≤

0.15) because Euler’s elastica fails to capture the post-buckling
behavior for wide beams [38]. In particular, when the width-to-
length ratio is high, the slope of the pressure–displacement curve
(Fig. 6c) has been shown to be negative [38], which is consistent
with our finite element prediction that the pattern transformation
becomes discontinuous when the wall thickness is large (Fig. 4).
In Fig. 8, we plot the strain–pressure curves for eleven sets of
geometric parameters. Our analytical model can capture all the
features observed in the finite element simulations. (i) The critical
pressure∆pcr is governed by and increaseswith thewall thickness.
(ii) The patterns of the holes control the biaxiality of the trans-
formation strain. (iii) When the holes are alternatingly large and
small, an overshoot exists in the εx−∆p curves, i.e. εx first increases
and then decreases as ∆p increases at the onset of the pattern
transformation, whereas no overshoot exists when the holes are
uniform-sized.

4. Experimental results

To experimentally verify the role of the geometric parameters
on the pattern transformation of the metamaterials, we fabricated
metamaterials with different geometric parameters andmeasured

the strains as functions of the external and internal pressure dif-
ference. The samples, each with lateral dimensions of 50 mm by
50mmand thickness of 25mm,weremade of Ecoflex 00–30 (shear
modulus µ = 30 KPa [39]) and fabricated by casting the elastomer
precursor into a 3D printed mold. We used the same Ecoflex as a
glue to seal the holes with two thin membranes on the front and
back sides of the slab (Fig. 1a). Shallow groove structures were
designed into the metamaterials so that all the sealed holes are
connected (Fig. 1a). A syringe pump was further connected to the
sample as a source of vacuum (Fig. 9a). To measure the pressure in
themetamaterials, a manometer (accuracy:±0.01 kPa) was linked
to the syringe via a ‘T-shape’ connector (Fig. 9a). The deformation
of the metamaterials was recorded by a camera and the strains
were measured (resolution: 0.01 mm) by tracking the position of
the fourmarkers via imaging analysis (Fig. 9b) with the chessboard
serving as a reference (Fig. 9a). During the pressure loading, the
samples was put on a glass sheet covered by soap water to reduce
friction.

Fig. 10 shows the strain–pressure relations for the metama-
terials with three sets of geometric parameters same as those in
both Figs. 3 and 7: t/L = 0.05, r/L = 0.475, R/L = 0.475 for
the case 1, t/L = 0.10, r/L = 0.450, R/L = 0.450 for the case
2, and t/L = 0.10, r/L = 0.35, R/L = 0.55 for the case 3.
The experimental results of the critical pressure and the transfor-
mation strains show good agreement (Fig. C.1) with those of the
simulations (Fig. 3a and b) and the analytical model (Fig. 7a and
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Fig. 8. The dependence of the strains in the (a) x and (b) y directions on the pressure obtained by the analytical model for eleven sets of the geometric parameters. The
critical pressure for the onset of the pattern transformation is shown to be governed by the wall thickness.

Fig. 9. The setup of the experiments. (a) Top view of the experimental setup. By controlling the amount of air withdrawn from the metamaterials, the internal pressure of
the metamaterial can be tuned continuously and measured by a manometer. (b) A camera records the displacement of the markers on the sample to acquire the strains of
the metamaterial via imaging analysis. Markers are labeled far away from the boundaries to avoid the boundary effect.

Fig. 10. Experimental results for three metamaterials with geometric parameters exactly same as those shown in Figs. 3 and 7. (a) The strain–pressure curves for the case 1
and case 2. (b) The strain–pressure curves for the case 2 and case 3.

b). They verify the conclusion that the wall thickness governs the
critical pressure, and the critical pressure increases with the wall
thickness. Although the case 3 has a different pattern of holes from
that of the case 2, the critical pressures for the two cases are similar
since thewall thicknesses are the same (Fig. 10b). The experiments

also confirm that the pattern of holes controls the transformation
strain. The metamaterials with uniform-sized holes in the case
1 and 2 undergo an equibiaxial contraction (Fig. 10a), while the
metamaterial with alternatingly large and small holes in the case
3 undergoes a non-equibiaxial contraction (Fig. 10b). Moreover, an
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overshoot in εx − ∆p curve was also observed in the experiment
of the case 3 (Fig. 10b), consistent with the simulation (Fig. 3a) and
analytical results (Fig. 7a). Note that there are some discrepancies
in the strain–pressure curves between the experiments and the
simulations (Fig. C.1). Particularly, in the experiment the strain
drops at a lower strain than the critical condition for the pattern
transformation in the simulation, potentially due to imperfections
in the samples, and the strain does not drop as sharply as that in
the simulations during the pattern transformation, resulting from
the frictions between the metamaterials and the glass sheet.

5. Conclusion

In summary, we numerically, analytically, and experimentally
investigate the role of the geometric parameters on the pattern
transformation of the metamaterials. We find that the critical
pressure for the onset of the pattern transformation is governed
by the slenderest wall thickness of the metamaterial, and that the
transformation strain is controlled by the pattern of the holes.
Our analytical model reveals the mechanics of the pattern trans-
formation and shows good agreement with the finite element
analysis. Experimentally,we have achieved pneumatic actuation of
the metamaterials and characterized their pattern transformation.
The experimental results confirm our theoretical predictions. This
study provides design guidelines for the metamaterial and facili-
tates its real-world applications.
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Appendix A. Verification of the simplified structures

Here we conduct finite element simulations to verify if the
simplified structures shown in Fig. 5b exhibit the similar pattern
transformation and strain–pressure curves as their corresponding
metamaterials. We convert the three metamaterials in Fig. 3 into
their simplified structures with the geometric parameters deter-
mined by Eqs. (2)–(5). We simulate the pattern transformation
of the three simplified structures under the same pressure load
and boundary conditions as shown in Fig. 2b. We model both the
deformable beams and rigid rectangles as linear elastic solids, and
assign themodulus of the rigid rectangles five order of magnitudes
higher than that of the deformable beams so that the deformation
in the rigid rectangles is negligible. Eight-node, quadratic, hybrid,
plane strain elements (ABAQUS element type CPE8H) are used
for the simulation. The results shown in Fig. A.1 agree very well
with those in Fig. 3 on the critical pressure and the transformation
strains.

Appendix B. Buckling and post-buckling analysis of the equiv-
alent beam structure

Here we briefly derive the buckling condition and the post-
buckling process of a beam fixed to two rigid bars under an axial
load (Fig. 6a), according to Euler’s elastica and the theory of elastic
stability [37]. Consider the beam to be inextensible and linearly
elastic. The lengths of the beam and each rigid bar are respectively
ls = 2h and lr = (L−ls)/2. Thewhole structure is simply supported
at the two ends and axially compressed by a force N under the
plane strain condition. When the force is large enough, the beam

will buckle and deflect from its straight position. The potential
energy of this system is given by

P [v;N] =

∫ ls

0

1
2
Kϕ′2dx − N∆L =

∫ ls

0

1
2
K

v′′2

1 − v′2 dx − N∆L, (B.1)

where v denotes the deflection of the beam, ϕ denotes the bend-
ing angle, ϕ′ denotes the curvature of the beam, ∆L denotes the
length change of the whole structure in the vertical direction, and
K = Ew3/

[
12

(
1 − ν2

)]
is the bending stiffness of the beam under

the plain strain condition with E the Young’s modulus and ν the
Poisson’s ratio. The coordinate x is chosen to be along the tangential
direction of the beam (Fig. 6a), and v′

= dv/dx and v′′
= d2v/dx2

are the first and second derivatives of v with respect to x. The
length change of the whole structure in the vertical direction ∆L
involves the contributions from the beam and the rigid bars, which
yields

∆L =

∫ ls

0

(
1 −

√
1 − v′2

)
dx + lr

(
1 −

√
1 − v′(0)2

)
+ lr

(
1 −

√
1 − v′(ls)2

)
.

(B.2)

Taylor expanding Eq. (B.1) and neglecting the higher-order terms,
we may rewrite the equation as

P [v;N] = P2 [v;N] + P3 [v;N] + P4 [v;N] , (B.3)

where

P2 [v;N] =

∫ ls

0

(
1
2
Kv′′2

−
1
2
Nv′2

)
dx −

1
2
Nlrv′(0)2

−
1
2
Nlrv′(ls)2, (B.4a)

P3 [v;N] = 0, (B.4b)

P4 [v;N] =

∫ ls

0

(
1
2
Kv′′2v′2

−
1
8
Nv′4

)
dx −

1
8
Nlrv′(0)4

−
1
8
Nlrv′(ls)4, (B.4c)

are the second, third and fourth order terms, respectively.
To establish the governing equations of buckling behavior,

the total potential energy P[v;N] must be minimized under the
given boundary conditions. It is usually sufficient to minimize
only P2[v;N]. Computing the first variation of P2[v;N] and setting
δP2 = 0 yields

δP2 = 0

=

∫ ls

0

(
Kv′′δv′′

− Nv′δv′
)
dx − Nlr

(
v′ (0) δv′ (0) + v′ (ls) δv′ (ls)

)
.
(B.5)

Integration by parts yields∫ ls

0

(
Kv(iv)

+ Nv′′
)
δvdx + Kv′′δv′

⏐⏐⏐ls0 −
(
Kv′′′

+ Nv′
)
δv

⏐⏐⏐ls0
− Nlr

(
v′ (0) δv′ (0) + v′ (ls) δv′ (ls)

)
= 0,

(B.6)

from the first term of which we get the Euler–Lagrange equation

Kv(iv)
+ Nv′′

= 0. (B.7)

Inserting the kinematic boundary conditions, which correspond to
the equal bending angles of the beam and the rigid bars at the fixed
boundaries (Fig. B.1)⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩

v (0)
lr

= v′ (0) ,

v (ls)
lr

= −v′ (ls) ,

(B.8)
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Fig. A.1. The results of finite element simulations to verifying the simplified structures. The dependence of the strains in the (a) x and (b) y directions on the pressure. (c)–(e)
The deformed shapes of four unit cells of the three metamaterials: (c) uniformly large holes (r/L = R/L = 0.475, t/L = 0.05), (d) uniformly small holes (r/L = R/L = 0.450,
t/L = 0.10), and (e) alternatingly large and small holes (r/L = 0.350, R/L = 0.550, t/L = 0.10). For each case, the states of deformation correspond to the four selected
points on its strain–pressure curves.

into the boundary terms in Eq. (B.6), we can further obtain the
static boundary conditions{
Kv′′ (0) = Kv′′′ (0) lr ,
Kv′′ (ls) + Kv′′′ (ls) lr = 0. (B.9)

These static boundary conditions correspond to the moment bal-
ance about the two pinned joints at the end of the structure
(Fig. B.1a, c–d),{
M (0) − V (0) lr cos [ϕ (0)] − Nv (0) = 0,
−M (ls) − V (ls) lr cos [ϕ (0)] + Nv (ls) = 0, (B.10)

where M and V are the bending moment and shear force, re-
spectively. Using the relation between M and V obtained by the
moment equilibrium of an infinitesimal segment (Fig. B.1c):

M ′
− Nv′

= V cosϕ, (B.11)

and the relation between the moment and curvature M =

−Kv′′/
√
1 − v′2, Eq. (B.10) can recover Eq. (B.9) with the terms

higher than the second order neglected.
The general solution to Eq. (B.7) is

v (x) = A sin kx + B cos kx + Cx + D, (B.12)

in which A, B, C, and D are arbitrary constants and k2 equals N/K .
Plug the general solution, Eq. (B.12), into the boundary conditions,

Fig. B.1. Free body diagrams of (a) the beam, (b) an infinitesimal segment of the
beam, and (c, d) the two rigid bars.

Eqs. (B.8) and (B.9), and we get

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
klrA − B + lrC − D = 0,

(sin kls + klr cos kls) A + (cos kls − klr sin kls) B + (ls + lr ) C + D = 0,
klrA − B = 0,

(sin kls + klr cos kls) A + (cos kls − klr sin kls) B = 0.

(B.13)
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Fig. C.1. The dependence of the strains in the (a, c, e) x and (b, d, f) y directions on the pressure for three metamaterials with different geometric parameters: (a, b) uniformly
large holes (r/L = R/L = 0.475, t/L = 0.05), (c, d) uniformly small holes (r/L = R/L = 0.450, t/L = 0.10), and (e, f) alternatingly large and small holes (r/L = 0.350,
R/L = 0.550, t/L = 0.10). The results from the finite element simulations (red), analytical model (blue), and experiments (black) reveal the same effect of the geometric
parameters on the pattern transformation of metamaterials. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)

This algebraic equation system can be rewritten as
M

[
A B C D

]T
= 0. The constants A, B, C, and D have nonzero

solutions only when the determinant of the coefficient matrix M
vanishes, det (M) = 0, which yields

2klr cos kls =
(
k2l2r − 1

)
sin kls. (B.14)

Eq. (B.14) can be numerically solved, and the smallest positive root
kcr corresponds to the smallest critical load Ncr = k2crK . Note that
the critical force Ncr recovers that of a simply supported beam
when lr = 0. A non-zero lr can significantly reduce the critical
buckling force of this equivalent structure of a beam fixed to two
rigid bars. The deflections of the buckled beam can be obtained by
eliminating B, C and D in Eq. (B.12), which yields

v (x) = a sin (kcrx + γ ) , (B.15)

where a = A
√
k2cr l2r + 1 is the amplitude of the first bucklingmode,

and tan γ = kcr lr .
Next, let us consider the post-buckling behavior of the beam

when the load N slightly exceeds the critical load Ncr . We expand
the potential energy P[v;N] in Eq. (B.1) with respect to the load N
near N = Ncr ,

P [v;N] = P2 [v;Ncr ] + (N − Ncr) Ṗ2 [v;Ncr ] + P4 [v;Ncr ] , (B.16)

where (̇) = ∂/∂N and the terms higher than the fourth order have
been neglected. The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (B.16)
vanishes due to the equilibrium, and the potential energy now
becomes

P [v;N] = (N − Ncr) Ṗ2 [v;Ncr ] + P4 [v;Ncr ] . (B.17)

Using Eqs. (B.15) and (B.4),we can express Ṗ2 [v;Ncr ] and P4 [v;Ncr ]
as

Ṗ2 [a;Ncr ] = −
a2k2cr

[
ls

(
1 + k2cr l

2
r

)
+ 2lr

]
4
(
1 + k2cr l2r

) , (B.18a)

P4 [a;Ncr ] = a4k4crNcr
ls
(
1 + k2cr l

2
r

)2
+ 2lr

(
1 − k2cr l

2
r

)
64

(
1 + k2cr l2r

)2 . (B.18b)

The amplitude of the first buckling mode a can be achieved by
minimizing the potential energy with respect to a, ∂P/∂a = 0,

a =
1

2kcr

√N − Ncr

Ncr

32ls
(
1 + k2cr l2r

)2
+ 64lr

(
1 + k2cr l2r

)
ls
(
1 + k2cr l2r

)2
+ 2lr

(
1 − k2cr l2r

) . (B.19)

The axial displacement of the beam ∆ls can be calculated as

∆ls =

∫ ls

0

(
1 −

√
1 − v′2

)
dx ≈

∫ ls

0

1
2
v′2dx

=
a2k2cr

(
ls + k2cr l

2
r ls − 2lr

)
4
(
1 + k2cr l2r

) .

(B.20)

The bending angle ϕ(x) can be calculated as

ϕ (x) = sin−1 (
v′ (x)

)
= sin−1 (akcr cos (kcrx + γ )) . (B.21)

Appendix C. Comparing results from the finite element simu-
lations, analytical model and experiments

The results of the strain-pressure curves from simulations, an-
alytical model and experiments show good agreement (Fig. C. 1).

Appendix D. Videos

Supplementary material related to this article can be found
online at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.eml.2018.08.001.
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